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Year 6 visit

On Tuesday 4th October, Year 6 got the chance to visit the Royal
Navy Fleet Air Arm Museum in Yeovil. Linking to their topic of
WWII, they dressed up as evacuees, land girls or soldiers. Even
the teachers joined in the fun! They had a WWII (World War 2)
Workshop where they got to see, and a few lucky ones even
hold, gas masks which they would have worn in an air raid. Also,
they had a tour around the museum. Many children got the
chance to go on the helicopter simulation and enjoyed it very
much.

Half Term Tips
Here are our top tips for making the most of
half-term...
1) Have a walk in the woods and look at the
different leaves. Who knows what you will
find?
2) Arrange to meet up with your friends or have
them over for a play date/sleepover.
3) Try out a new activity, such as
computing/coding, gardening, knitting or
dancing.
HAVE FUN!!!!
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Frozen banana
ghosts

Ingredients
 200g bar of white
chocolate
(supermarket own
is good!) broken
into chunks
 4 medium-large
ripe bananas
 85g desicated
coconut
 Handful dark
chocolate chips

Recipe
1.In a small bowl, gently melt the chocolate either in the
microwave – in short bursts on high or over a pan of simmering
water (make sure the bowl isn’t touching the water). Set aside
for a moment while you get the bananas ready.
2.Peel the bananas, cut in half, and push a lolly stick into the
middle of each piece. Spread the coconut out in a shallow bowl.
Line a large baking tray with baking parchment, and make sure
there is room for the tray in the freezer.
3.Using a pastry brush, coat a banana half in chocolate, letting
excess drip away. Sprinkle with plenty of the coconut until
coated, then set it on the prepared sheet. Now add two chocolate
eyes and a mouth, and if you like, cut a few little eyebrows from
the chocolate drops too. Freeze the lollies for at least 4 hrs, and
up to a week.

PTA Corner
Thanks for
another
great PJ &
Pillows
event.
We look
forward to
the
Christmas
Fayre on
Friday 25th
November!

What do witches
get in hotels?
Broom Service!

Why do mummies have trouble keeping
friends? They are too wrapped up in
themselves!
What do witches use on their
hair? Scarespray!

Experience 6
This month, Year 6 have had both of their class assemblies. A huge well done
to the children in Year 6, and a massive thank you to the amount of parents
that came. A shoutout to Miss Walsh, Miss Dyer and Mrs Fletcher for
planning and putting a lot of hard work into them, and to the parents for
helping them learn their lines!
Year 6 also visited BCA for a sporting event. There were various activities
such as dancing, shot-put and sprinting. The children were split into coloured
teams and paired with other schools! Thank you to Mrs Howe for looking
after the children in the sports hall!
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